Background
==========

Eukaryotic genes are often interrupted by intragenic, non-coding sequences called introns \[[@B1]\]. However, prokaryotic genes lack introns. Therefore, \'Intronless\' genes are characteristic features of prokaryotes. Interestingly, many eukaryotic histone \[[@B2],[@B3]\] and GPCR \[[@B4]\] genes are predominantly \'intronless\'. A number of vertebrate \'intronless\' genes have been complied \[[@B5]\]. The human genome report identified 901 Otto predicted single exon genes (The Celera approach to gene prediction is called Otto) \[[@B6]\]. The presence of a sizeable amount of single exon genes (SEG) in eukaryotic genomes is intriguing. The SEGE database contains eukaryotic SEG derived from GenBank \[[@B7]\]. For most genomes, SEGE does not provide representative \'intronless\' gene sets because GenBank often contains redundant sequences from the same species deposited by different authors. It should also be noted that all sequences obtained from genome projects are not available in GenBank. Representative sets of SEG from specific genomes will provide meaningful biological insights to subsequent bio-computational analysis for comparative and evolutionary studies. In order to facilitate such research we developed Genome SEGE, a database containing all putative SEG from completely sequenced eukaryotic genomes. Here, we describe the usefulness and construction of Genome SEGE.

Construction and content
========================

Data source and methodology
---------------------------

The annotated eukaryotic genome sequence data was downloaded from NCBI \[[@B8]\]. \'Intronless\' genes were identified using the \'CDS\' annotation in the FEATURE as described elsewhere \[[@B7]\]. It should be noted that organellar sequences (annotated as \'chloroplast\', \'plastid\', \'mitochondrial\', \'mitochondrion\') were removed from further analysis. A flowchart describing the construction of the database is shown (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

\'Intronless\' pseudogenes
--------------------------

Data processing and cleaning is an essential part of biological knowledge discovery. Hence, we eliminated all identifiable processed pseudogenes by scanning for polyadenylation signal (AATAAA) and polyadenylation tail using a modified procedure of Harrison and colleagues \[[@B9]\]. In this procedure, by definition, we consider a sequence to represent a pseudogene if it contains a polyadenylation tail (\>15A) within 1000 nucleotides from the stop codon with a preceding polyadenylation signal.

Prosite motifs and InterPro
---------------------------

We characterized \'intronless\' gene products using PROSITE, which is a method of identifying the functions of uncharacterized proteins translated from genomic sequences \[[@B10]\]. We chose PROSITE because it is complete, highly specific, fully documented and regularly updated. The search tool provides pre-computed PROSITE motifs for each sequence in the database with appropriate hyperlinks to InterPro \[[@B11]\].

Content
-------

A Database is created to store all eukaryotic \'intronless\' sequences derived from completely sequenced genomes. The database contains three sets of data for each genome: (1) \'intronless\' sequence set, (2) \'intronless\' pseudo-genes sequence set, and (3) \'intronless\' sequence set without pseudo-genes.

Caveats
-------

Genome annotation is an inherently dynamic process in which it is necessary to use many different sources of data, which are not updated in a rigorous fashion. It should also be noted that annotation is not generally uniform and consistent because various procedures are used by different groups for genome annotation. During genome annotation, a gene may have been annotated with a single exon CDS in the FEATURE for three main reasons: (1) the gene is truly \'intronless\' and functional, (2) the gene is of retroposition origin \[[@B12],[@B13]\], (3) false positive prediction by gene finding algorithms. False positives are not removed from the current dataset due to lack of a methodology. Nevertheless, the gene finding algorithms are reasonably optimized to find SEG.

Update
------

The database will be refreshed on a quarterly basis or as and when an update is noticed to genome files in the public domain.

Utility and discussion
======================

Genome SEGE is an extension of SEGE \[[@B6]\] and these two databases complement each other in their biological utility and application. SEGE and Genome SEGE differ primarily in their content, as the datasets are created from different sources. The degree and quality of annotation also varies between them. SEGE could be used for general purpose studies involving \'intronless\' genes from different genomes, while Genome SEGE is of particular interest for researchers interested in comparative genomics.

A wealth of information can be obtained by comparing \'intronless\' gene sequences between two or more genomes to identify features conserved or diverged during evolution. Comparison of more closely related genomes can reveal similarities in gene order. Such analysis could also shed light on genome architecture and help understand why the genome is arranged the way it is and how its structure affects function. A systematic mapping between functional genes and their \'intronless\' paralogs can provide a matrix for genomic rearrangement and gene duplication. Different \'intronless\' gene sets available in the database will provide an opportunity to perform many-to-many comparison between genomes. Such analysis will provide information on paralogy and orthology at a molecular level. Analysis of the datasets using non-linear probabilistic models may provide acceptable evidence for retro-position events during evolution.

The search tool in the database provides options to scan through each dataset using gene name or protein name. The result page produces information on chromosomal location, organism name, gene name, product name, GenBank Index, nucleotide sequence and protein sequence. The result page also shows all PROSITE motifs in the sequence with specific hyperlinks to PROSITE documentation and InterPro (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Conclusions
===========

The biological role of \'intronless\' genes in the genomes of higher organism is perplexing. \'Intronless\' gene sets available in the database will be of use for subsequent bio-computational analysis in comparative genomics and evolutionary studies. Such analysis may help to revisit the original genome data for re-examination and re-annotation. Different eukaryotic genomes have varying proportions of \'intronless\' genes and a sizeable fraction of them are found in many intron-rich multi-cellular genomes. We believe that these estimates will improve our understanding on the differential selection (as a process or force) of \'intronless\' genes in different eukaryotic genomes. The different datasets made available in the database can serve as a data source for evolutionary and functional studies. They will also help to answer questions such as, (1) How many of \'intronless\' genes are expressed in each genome? (2) How many of them are of prokaryotic origin? (3) How many of them have multi-exon correspondence within genome? (4) Do they evolve by retro-position? It is our hope that the database we make available will encourage molecular biologists and computational molecular evolutionist to address this problem. The unique features that distinguish Genome SEGE from SEGE is the service providing representative \'intronless\' datasets for completely sequenced genomes. Such service will persuade researchers to use representative data sets for investigating a number of biologically significant evolutionary phenomena. We also hope to provide this service for other completely sequenced genomes as and when they are available in the public domain after appropriate examination and analysis. It is also our interest to compare the contents of SEGE and Genome SEGE on a genome by genome basis for the examination of data bias in SEGE.

Availability and requirements
=============================

Database is available freely at <http://sege.ntu.edu.sg/wester/intronless>.

List of abbreviations
=====================

GPCR G-protein coupled receptors

SEGE Single exon genes in eukaryotes

CDS Coding sequence
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Figures and Tables
==================

![**Database construction**A flowchart describing the development of the database is shown. CDS = coding sequence.](1471-2105-5-67-1){#F1}

![**Illustration of an example search.**This example illustrates a search for human \'G protein\' in the database. The interface, search page and results (annotation, sequence, Prosite, InterPro links) are shown.](1471-2105-5-67-2){#F2}
